
Theists could Begin to Turn the Upside Down WORLD ?!!
<Desperate State in Israel & Palestine insidiously caused by Germanic NAZIS’s
Strong Hate against Jew>. 2021/05/22

This is due to the history of Class Struggle between Democrats Power and the Germanic

Very Stubborn Aristocratic Tyranny,or Theism and Atheism.Now Jew in Israel has been

being accused by the world for their Aparthate Strategy with violence against poor

Palestinian.The long time history of desperate struggle between they may ruin their life and

also value of their great historical Theism. This is insidious historical conspiracy against both

Theism of Israel and Muslim nations from the atheism of wicked spirit in high place.Who had

forced Jew to illegally emigrate Palestine ? And who support Israels violence now against

Palestinian ? .Now Netanyahu nation had become NAZIS Israel who has been ruining their

great historical devotion of Theism ?!.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/5/19/ceasefire-elusive-as-israel-continues-to-pound-gaza-live

Israel and Hamas announce Gaza ceasefire: Live
Israeli security cabinet and Hamas agree to Egyptian-brokered ceasefire to halt 11 days of fighting.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/5/20/death-destruction-in-gaza-as-israel-defies-truce-call-live

In the other hand, the world now has been heading toward global extinction by escalating

various kind of insidious violences with not easily visible Atheism.

[１]:By Who and Why Jew has been being persecuted for historical long.
⑴EXODUS<the Origin>.
Judaism(Christianism,Islamism)was historically originated by Jew due to the heavenly

revelation toward escaping from their slave state(establishing Democracy)against brutal

Egyptian Royal Tyranny.Note before Israel establishing,Judaist and Muslim were friendly.

⑵Ten Commandment by Moses<From Violence Barbarianism to Theism the Peace>.

It is escaping from barbaric violence ruling toward establishing moral for co-live together

by all equal people in God.Monarchy is originated violence,while democracy orient peace.

⑶CLASS STRUGGLE between the Wicked Spirit with Violence and in high place
versus Democracy with Peace.
As you know,this is long historical and deadly mankind task from ancient and at now !!!

Also note at now who? has been planning virus pandemic for why??

Note at now who? has been ruining Climate for global foods supplying Stability??

Technology has shown amazing growth,while politics has shown amazing regression

indicating retro-recovering new monarchism ??,COVD19 global pandemic is told counter

coup detat by the top elites<USA and UK the imperial> by virus terror ruling..

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/5/19/ceasefire-elusive-as-israel-continues-to-pound-gaza-live
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/5/20/death-destruction-in-gaza-as-israel-defies-truce-call-live


⑷Completely Destroying Reconciliation Possibility by irreversible strong hatred ?.
Once JFK fought with CIA-military complex the NAZIS reincarnated USA,but was

assassinated in TEXAS,after that, Kennedy family was to encounter accidents.It is caused

from strong hatred against those who once were considered their enemy.

⑸Albert Einstein on Israel: 5 Quotes About Zionism From Famed Theoretical Physicist

http://www.newsmax.com/FastFeatures/albert-einstein-israel-zionism/2014/12/14/id/612966/

“I should much rather see reasonable agreement with the Arabs on the basis of

living together in peace than the creation of a Jewish state.

[２]:Turn the Upside Down World.
"If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn it over to get it to

stand up straight?" -Eduardo Galeano-

http://upsidedownworld.org/

It is only the Shaitan that causes you to fear from his friends, but do not fear them,

and fear Me if you are believers-Al Quran,3. Al-i-’Imran
http://www.alquran-english.com/3-al-i-imran/

Fundamental Logic Teach as for {injustice;lie,fact hiding,misunderstanding,error,failure action}:

True and false are upside down with each other,while forcing false to be true<lie> is called contradiction

which enable everything is true<Theory broken-down in mathematics,

or actual machine<social>system down due to parts or software trouble happening>.

Aim of our “normal” business is simple to co-live in peace for all people by overcoming

various difficulties(by righteous ideology and technology),however,once looking around
the world,there are filled with many very serious kind of dispute and trouble due to abnormal

business..Then it is evident that unless something simplest,but strongest solution,we could

not survive in the deadly world now heading climate global extinction deeply due to the

wicked spirit in high place(abnormal business the origin of causing upside down world).

⑴Theism teach is simple,but strong.All people must co-live in peace by God order.

For 70 years long,both theist nation Israel and Palestine had been being forced to

struggle with each other,then Palestinian had lost their land and stable life and Israel had

lost moral and great historical reputation.That is,originally both righteous theists have

been in trouble.This is upside down history conspired by the wicked spirit in high place

who strongly,but secretly believe wrong of no being of God.

⑵Note there may be no time,but at now when the world has become strongly confused by

the unprecedented pandemic in escalating climate collapsing environment due to deadly

wrong belief of growing abnormal business,but no belief of the deadly fact that unless

urgent global counter action.we would have been extincted in fire ball earth

http://www.newsmax.com/FastFeatures/albert-einstein-israel-zionism/2014/12/14/id/612966/
http://upsidedownworld.org/
http://www.alquran-english.com/3-al-i-imran/


<Arctic Methane Catastrophe> predicted by both holy scripture and climate science.This is

also a deadly evidence of upside down world.

[３]:Apocalypse and Destiny of Mankind.
Both the Bible(Apocalypse)and climate science predict mankind extinction in fire ball

earth<Arctic Methane Catastrophe>.Judaist deny New Testament,but except Johns

Revelation<Apocalypse>.That is,they consider mankind extinction is history destined.

Also NAZIS reincarnated in USA<CIA-military industry complex the actual global ruler with

Rockefeller the American imperial> consider mankind extinction is history designed. It is

well-known that it is oil merchant Rockefeller who strongly interfere actually effective

countermeasure on climate worsening.Thus even many climate activity organization,they

substantially has no strategy against Arctic Methane Catastrophe.This is the worst

compromise between Jew and Germanic elites. However both they are wrong interpreter.

Because whole teach of the Bible is thoroughly a matter of “Mankind Repentance”

<error correcting toward sound order recovery ⇔ Fundamental Logic Teach>.

Also you could confirm it by reading the Bible<Gospel and Apocalypse>!!!!!!!!!.

Revelation

3:19 As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten: be zealous therefore, and repent.

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/revelati.htm

That is,God never wish mankind extinction,but only their repentance to survive !!.

As time has become now,the repentance could not be small,but technologically Global

Revolution toward establishing Global Climate Wartime Regime as follows.Thereby,any
regional dispute must be stopped,but turn to prepare global whole wartime regime.

A:Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk the most emergent Risk at now World.
This is sudden and irreversible gas burst warming toward fire ball earth and AMEG(UK)

proposed the Risk evading technology by Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering.
http://www.ameg.me/

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/

http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

B:Allowing 2 is fatal.→Below 1.5 is possible by rapid 80％CO2 cut by 2020
Time for Plan B Cutting Carbon Emissions 80％ by 2020.
https://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf

Lester R. Brown, Janet Larsen, Jonathan G. Dorn, and Frances C. Moore

http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/revelati.htm
http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
https://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf


Certainly the problem is outrageously too big,though coming hell is more
outrageously too big！!,.People could do best once they had accepted the fact !!.
Trust and Bet it !!!!!

1):Since 2007,author has been engaging climate warning with concrete technical plans,

however nothing effective action has realized till today(but climate meeting are very

busy>.He frequently think of his error, mankind should be not be saved ,but extincted.

In fact,his activity frequently encounter many peoples apathy in Japan strongly,but invisibly

ruled by USA after the war.However once he think of time after his death,he might see

fireball earth from the other world.This is awful event than anything else,If you are not so,

you are entirely wrong both in science and religion.Dying is not becoming nothing,but trip to

the other world.Al Quran teach that this world is mere a discipline stage for coming the other

world.There are many honest testimony on the being of the other world after dying<near

death experience testimony in the world,or people with paranormal ability>.
2):Methodology:
Author employ fact collection<science,history,and the holy scripture descriptions as for
moral teach and etc>and LOGIC.Thereby also you could conclude the same(at
least,similar)conclusion by the method.He has been endeavoring to make his description

not his opinion.
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